Concept Cloud

Write down anything and everything related to your main idea.
(Use Google or Wikipedia to help here.)

What?

- ethnic cleansing
- systematic destruction
- mass extinction of race/nationality/religion/culture
- Dehumanization
- political aftermath: turmoil, recovery, how & who saved them?

How?

- Armenia: massacres, mass burning, drowning, poison and drug overdose, ottoman empire
- Rwanda: slaughter on sight, machetes, rifles, Hutu
- Bosnia: unlawful confinements, murder, rape, Bosnian Serbs
- Holocaust: gas chambers, starvation, worked to death, slave labors, Hitler, Nazis

Why?

- Armenians
- Poles, Jews, Catholics, Russians, Gypsies, all ages
- Bosnian Muslim boys and men
- Tutsi (Rwanda)

When?

- World War I, World War II, 90s, Present Day
- World Community
- UN, US, Soviet Union Interventions
- International Criminal Tribunal
- All over Europe (Holocaust), Africa, Bosnia

Where?

Keywords: Select two to four keywords from box #3. You will use these keyword combinations to search for credible sources. Remember: Add or subtract keywords to fine tune your search results.

Rwanda Genocide and United States Intervention

May also use Hutu vs. Tutsi, massacre instead of genocide or systematic destruction of Tutsi